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Q.I] Answer the questions according to the suggestions given below:  

 

A}. What are the following:          3x1=3 

1. One who catches fish for his living- f_s_ _rm_n. 

2. A journey by sea -  v_y_ge. 

3. The area of land by the side of the sea – s_ash_re 

 

B} Give the opposites of:          3x1=3 

1.old     X  

 2.short  X  

3.stop    X 

 

Q.II] Fill in the blanks:         

 4x1=4 

 

[ bee ,  flowers,  Telagu,  clouds,  bridges]   

   

1. He made the glowing colours of______________. 

2. There are _________ on the rivers.. 

3. Pandit’s mother tongue is _______. 

4. Honey is made by _________    

 

Q.III] State whether the following statement are TRUE or FALSE:  3X1=3 

1. Akbar was the minister of Birbal. (   ) 

2. Honey is the oldest sweet used by the people. (  ) 

3. A fox is the Home Minister. (   ) 

 

Q.IV] Answer the following questions in one sentence:    5x1=5 

1. Why was Rajiv thrilled? 

2. Where do bees store honey? 
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3. What do you mean by ‘his looks were cold’? 

4. Who was the visitor at Akbar’s court one day? 

5. What does the bow do? 

 

Q.V] Complete the stanza:          1x4=4 

Boats sail _ ___________________ 

_____________________________ 

_____________________________ 

____________________than these. 

 

Q.VI ] Answer the following questions in two or three  sentences each: 7x2=14 

1. What did the Pandit challenge the court? 

2. In spite of having gold, the poor man was not happy. Why? 

3. Mention the work done by the house bees and field bees. 

4. What did the king promise to do for his ministers? 

5. What things bright and beautiful as shown in the poem, according to the poet? 

6. What happened when Drona was washing his feet one day? 

7. How are the lighthouses useful to sailors? 

 

Q.VII] Write some information about following topics:     2x2=4 

 

1.Our School   

2. Honey Bees 
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